Window shopping without schlepping along the high street. **Dan Joyce** curates

**1. Magura MCi £TBC**
Magura Cockpit Integration takes internal routing a step further: brake hoses run through the stem and handlebar, which houses the hydraulic cylinders. magura.com

**2. Ortlieb E-Mate £119.99**
Designed for carrying a spare e-bike battery, the E-Mate has a fixed-position padded central pocket to stop the battery lurching about. There’s 16 litres of storage too. ortlieb.com

**3. Genesis CGR1 Fork £349.99**
A 400g full-carbon fork with a 1 1/8in steerer, 12×100mm thru-axle, and clearance for 700×40C tyres. It has mudguard and triple cage mounts, plus internal dynamo cable routing. genesisbikes.co.uk

**4. Tern BYB P7 £1,200**
This 20in-wheel folder fills the same niche as the Brompton, with luggage options and a three-way fold to just 35×81×52cm. ternbicycles.com

**5. Viking Lillesand M £65**
How to avoid soggy feet on your flat-pedal mountain bike? Waterproof socks? Or these lace-up rubber boots with a sole that could have been made for pedals with pins? vikingfootwear.com

**6. Frost+Sekers Otis £140**
A 15-litre cotton duck saddlebag, it’s interesting primarily for its Quicklock mounts (another £80 each), which fit to a seatpost’s saddle rail clamp or a fork’s steerer tube. frostandsekers.com

**7. Lezyne Tubeless CO2 Blaster £45+**
Hot on the heels of the Dynaplug Air, Lezyne have launched a two-in-one tyre-plug-CO2-inflator. Ream the hole, stab the plug in, inflate, done. lezyne.com

**More online**
Check out our reviews of the latest bikes and gear online at: cyclinguk.org/cycling-advice